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BOARD ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK - NEXT STEPS
1.

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this paper is to update the Business Co-ordination Board (the “Board”)
on the next steps in the Board Assurance Framework (BAF) process.

2.

Recommendation

2.1

The Board is invited to consider the proposed next steps in the BAF process.

3.

Background

3.1

The management of risk is well embedded in both Cambridgeshire Constabulary (the
“Constabulary”) and the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner (“OPCC”) with
visible application at all levels. This includes an understanding and development of risk
principles through each layer: from the operational front-end, up to the strategic
oversight.

3.2

At the strategic level (which this paper focusses on), a joint risk register is held between
the OPCC and the Constabulary. The risk register assesses individual risks and how
they are being mitigated. It is recognised that there are significant interdependencies
between the organisations’ strategic risks and these need to be effectively addressed
if the Police and Crime Plan’s (the “Plan”) objectives are to be met.

3.3

The BAF provides a method for the effective and focused management of the principal
risks to meeting an organisation’s objectives. This better links risk management and
work to achieve the organisation’s objectives. It also provides increased visibility and
assurance that work which needs to be done to achieve objectives and decrease the
likelihood of risks materialising is being taken forward at a sufficient pace. The
Framework links the corporate objectives, strategic risks, current mitigating actions
and internal and external assurances. It identifies further mitigating actions for each
area of risk. A BAF linked to the Plan was developed and presented to the Joint Audit
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Committee (the “Committee”) on 29 June 2015 with a further update being presented
to the Committee on 10 December 2015. A next steps report was presented to the
Committee on 23 June 2016.
3.4

The previous BAF was linked to the Plan 2013-2016.

4.

Next steps

4.1

A Police and Crime Commissioner (the “Commissioner”) is required to issue a Plan as
soon as practicable after taking office, specifically before the end of the financial year
which they are elected (31 March 2017). The Plan must determine, direct and
communicate the Commissioner’s priorities during their period in office. The
Commissioner has published his plan following public consultation and engagement
with stakeholders and partners. The Plan was taken to the Police and Crime Panel in
February and was agreed and endorsed.

4.2

The Commissioner’s Police and Crime objectives in the Plan form the basis and
framework for the BAF so that it provides an effective and focused management of the
principal risks to meeting those objectives. These are discussed regularly by the
Commissioner’s Management Team to monitor and ensure mitigation is in place.

4.3

The BAF will continue to be developed and implemented in tandem with the new
Plan objectives headings of:





Victims
Offenders
Communities
Transformation

4.5

Progress against the priority actions identified within the Plan for each of the themes
listed above will be monitored, reviewed and reported to the Commissioners Business
Coordination Board as appropriate, please see the (draft) example in Appendix A.

5.

Recommendation

5.1

The Board is invited to consider the proposed next steps in the BAF process.
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Police and Crime Plan Theme – Offenders (draft)
Appendix A
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